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[0:00] Intro 
[Crickets, music] 
 
Welcome back to Cabin Tales for Young Writers. This is the season of interview leftovers. I'm 

Catherine Austen, and my guest today is Philippa Dowding. She’s the author of 13 books for 

middle-grade readers. Her books have been nominated for literary awards across the county 

and in the US and Europe. Her latest novel, Firefly, just came out this year. Philippa is also a 

poet, a musician, and a copywriter. She joins us from Toronto – but not in real time. I 

interviewed Philippa by zoom on August 25th, 2020. You heard snippets of that interview on 

the podcast last fall, and today you'll hear what's left over, edited into a 20-minute continuous 

segment in which Philippa shares her attraction to weird plot possibilities, her occasional 

tendency to spook herself while writing, and her encounter with a gargoyle in a curiosity shop 

that helped launched one of her book series. Heard for the first time on Cabin Tales. So listen 

in. 

[crickets] 
 
 
[1:15] Interview with Philippa Dowding 
 
CA: Do you ever do object studies or has an object ever featured in one of your books or sparked 

some ideas for you? 

PD: I think probably the answer to that is the Gargoyle series -- so I have three books in what's 

called The Lost Gargoyle series -- and it was inspired by an evening that I, one night I was with 

my children and I walked into this funny little curio store, and I walked over to these stairs and I 

looked up and there were all these gargoyles on the steps. And they had a candle in front of 

each one so they were kind of flickery. And I looked away and when I looked back, it really 

looked like they’d all moved a little bit. It really looked like they'd come to life. And so I started 

a bedtime story that night with my kids about one of these gargoyles following us home, and 

then that turned into my children wanting to know more and more about him, how did he 

speak, what did he eat, why was he lost. And then my daughter said one night, You should turn 

that into a story Mom. I guess those gargoyles were such fascinating objects that I did create a 



whole series about them and learned a lot about gargoyles as I went. That's the only example I 

can think of. 

CA: Yeah, but that's a good one because you know you got a series, a really good series out of it. 

PD: I did. And was really interesting was that as I started to write about it, he had such a big 

personality, this gargoyle. He just came fully formed because of having seen them on these 

stairs.  

 

[2:30] CA: Do you have any techniques that you use to increase the tension in the middle, a lot 

of writers have called it the saggy middle, of getting from the beginning to the end?  

PD: Right. The messy middle, the saggy middle, the marsh. Well, cliffhangers are good. That's 

one way to handle the middle. Try to build a cliffhanger. Like you can have a couple of different 

cliffhangers in your story obviously. A little more dialogue, maybe, can help also in the middle 

to build tension. As you get closer to the end, you can shorten the chapters too, you know, 

make it a little bit more breathless at the end of each chapter so that you're dying to know 

what happens next. And honestly you just have to write through it, I guess. 

One of the things that I do like to do when I work with kids in schools, we do “Wouldn't 

it be weird if…” It’s where we just, a child says a line and then the next child says a line. And 

that sort of gives you the idea that there's no wrong way to write a story. There's no wrong way 

to build a story. Part of being a writer is just going with it, and going with it can be giving 

yourself the right to go with it. Because often we hear, “Oh that's a bad idea” or “Oh that's not 

going to work.” You hear your internal critic saying that to you. So you have to tell that internal 

critic that we're going to play this game now, “Wouldn’t it be weird if…” and just be weird. And 

then you can write about it.  

 

[3:50] CA: That's great. And do you have a favorite first line, either from your own work or from 

other works of fiction? 

PD: I guess my favorite first line of my own fiction is “This morning I woke up on the ceiling,” 

which was from the Gwendolyn Golden story. And probably other fiction, I guess it would 

probably go, yeah, it's probably Fern saying to her dad— 



CA: “Where’s Papa going with that axe?” Yeah, that is a good one. Yeah. So something that 

makes you curious about the action right away. 

PD: Yeah, something is definitely happening in the very first sentence.  

CA: Have you ever opened with dialogue?  

PD. Yeah Oculum starts out with the word “Mother.” But most of my openings are usually just a 

line that tries to draw you in.  

 

[4:35] CA: Do you tend to change your beginning after you've revised?  

PD: You know I don't think I do. I must edit them. I do edit them, and I'll go back and sort of 

tinker. But really changing it, like a completely different start? I don't think I've ever really 

changed the beginning.  

CA: That’s good. You're on to something good there.  

PD: Or maybe I'm just really stubborn.  

 

[4:55] CA: And do you have any advice to young writers on how to begin?  

PD: Yeah, well there's nothing like that blank page. It can be quite worrisome and some people 

can get really overwhelmed by that. You know, there's no wrong way to begin, so tell yourself 

that. The only way you can write it is to begin, and you can just tell yourself, “I can always 

rewrite this; this is just a draft” so that they can overcome that sort of fear of looking at a blank 

page. I know some people have that and then they go on to write terrific stories. So it's not 

unusual to look at something and think, “how do I start?” The first idea that comes to you is 

fine. Just go with it. That would be my advice.  

 

[5:30] CA: And any advice on how to end a story?  

PD: Well, I think reading it out loud. There's a natural cadence to an ending. I do this. I'll read 

chapters out loud if I think that they don't quite hit the mark. You can feel it. You know, you can 

feel there's a beat missing or there's just, how does this roll when I read it? And so that's a good 

way to figure out if your ending is working or not. Read it. Read it to yourself, or get someone 

to read it to you, or record it and listen to yourself. I know people have a hard time with that 



but really, it's the best way to find out how it's flowing. And honestly, it's surprising how quickly 

listening to it -- the auditory version really is different. It's different. It's a different experience.  

 

[6:10] CA: Do you share your work with critique partners or family or friends? 

PD: I always do. And it's not always the same people. I do have some writer friends that are 

always happy to read and I reciprocate for them. A little writers’ group I have been in -- I'm not 

in it right now, but that's great too. Basically people that you trust that are going to actually call 

you on it if something is not working. Sometimes though, with kids’ books too, I’ll get kids to 

read them. That's really helpful too, if you can get someone from the age group to read it. But 

yeah, I do share my work. I think that's a really good idea for writers too. But that can be really 

hard. You know, it can be nerve wracking. Confidence is really, it is something that we 

absolutely have to build. Because it's such a private job, I think, being a writer. And you have to 

convince yourself that your private can be public, and it can be worthy, and is worthy. It’s 

worthy of being public.  

CA: Okay. That's a really nice way to put it. That's great. 

 

[7:05] CA: And then your process: do you set aside certain times of day or certain parts of the 

year when you write fiction? Like where do you find the time?  

PD: Yeah, right. Well, writing fiction does take a lot of time and it's also, you know, you have to 

support yourself once you're doing it because you don't always know if you're going to be able 

to sell a book. You need that tipping point to make you write it at all because it's the thing 

that's has to be written next, and you also need the discipline to finish it, and then you need the 

staying power to revise, you need the skill to edit it -- it's a long process. No wonder it takes a 

year minimum to write a book. 

CA: Yeah. 

PD:  I've been lucky. I've actually worked at home as a copywriter for, it's been 20 years now. So 

I have a home office, I have the discipline of getting up and working. And so, when I'm not 

doing magazine work or freelance work, then that's a writing day. More and more, it's the 

books have become sort of more the full-time writing and the copywriting is less. You’re 



moving on in your career and it's actually really exciting, and so they dovetail very well together 

actually. I write every day, and if I'm not working on something else, like something 

copywriting, then I'm always writing. So I write probably four to five hours a day. Yeah. And I'm 

a morning writer. Some people can do it at night -- not me.  

 

[8:25] CA: Do you have a favorite POV to write from?  

PD: So I've got 12 books out and a 13th coming, and 9 of them are third person omniscient. So 

only three of them so far, or four of them -- the 4th one coming, Firefly, is also first person. And 

actually, at first I found first person really hard. I found it limiting because it's quite immediate. 

You have to show more than tell, really. But now I like it. I like it better. So I've kind of come to 

know it better.  

CA: Does the POV just happen naturally or did you try to consciously switch to first person?  

PD: So Gwendoline Golden is my first first-person story – and that's my fourth novel, after three 

novels of the gargoyle books that were all third person -- and her story had to be told in first 

person. She told me. She told me how to write it. It was, her voice was very vivid right from the 

start. So it wasn't conscious. It just had to be told that way. Yeah. 

 

[9:20] CA: Have you ever written multiple points of view?  

PD: Well, Oculum is 2 voices. Actually, there's a third voice very briefly. The main characters are 

two children. One’s a child that's living inside this perfect domed world, and there's another 

child living outside. And they speak quite differently, because he's living in a world that's quite 

degraded so his language is quite degraded. That was kind of an interesting challenge. I found 

words sliding from one side to the other. You had to be pretty tough on yourself. I mean, it's 

actually a really interesting tool. And I have to say, I had a really good editor who was good at 

catching those. Not, this is not a word that she would use; this is one of his words. But it’s 

actually kind of fun, and you get really close to those characters, too, being in their heads.   

 

[10:00] CA: Have you ever written an unreliable narrator?  

I think that the Weird Stories Gone Wrong are a little bit unreliable. There's a little bit of “haha 



got ya”. But no, I guess not. I guess I haven't really faked you out anywhere. I feel sort of an 

alliance with younger readers, that we kind of have to be reliable at least in the way that we're 

telling the story. I suppose if they’re a bit more sophisticated it would be okay. So I haven't 

really dabbled in that puddle yet.  

 

[10:35] CA: And have you ever written about siblings?  

PD: Yeah, most of my books have siblings in them. Gwendolyn Golden has two, a twin brother 

and sister that are younger than her, that she has to take care of a lot. Which I wasn't my 

situation as a kid. 

CA: Okay. That was going to be my next question. 

PD: I don't know where this came from. I was the youngest but. And there’s siblings in, let’s see, 

well, Blackwells and the Briny Deep, which is one of the weird stories gone wrong, is all about 

three siblings on a sailboat one day, an older brother and then twins again. There’s siblings in 

Miles and the Monster Outside, too. He's the anxious boy in the car, and his little brother, who 

sleeps pretty much all the way through it until he announces to everyone in the middle of the 

worst possible storm that he has to pee, as little brothers do. And his sister is reading all the 

way through the story while he's dealing with this awful monster outside. 

CA: Lots of siblings. Have you ever used real experiences, real memories of being a kid with 

siblings in your story?  

PD: While driving. I guess Miles -- that's a really good question -- Miles and the Monster 

Outside. My brother and I -- you're twigging this memory -- I guess it's a little bit based on being 

in the backseat with your brother. You know, he would find all kinds of ways to torment me, 

with these little walking finger-men. They would come across onto my side of the back seat. Or 

being kicked -- your sibling mad at you because you got the front seat and they’re kicking you 

all the way through. The little brother does kick Miles all the way. So I guess so.  

 

[12:00] CA: Do you ever spook yourself when you're writing? 

PD: Oh yeah. Yeah, I’ve spooked myself a little bit, sure. I have my books in front of me here. I 

found actually, portions of Blackwells and the Briny Deep really spooky. But maybe -- it's set on 



a sailboat, as I said, and it might be because I'm, you know, I've been a sailor all my life. My 

family had a sailboat and my husband and I like to sail. It can be really scary. I mean, especially 

if you get caught in a terrible storm. So writing this scene in Blackwell's where the twins are at 

the tiller and their brother gets swept overboard -- that actually happened to me. So that was 

scary to write. I was not the one swept overboard, but we had to save this person that had 

been swept over by a big wave in a terrible storm. So yeah, I have scared myself. And I think 

Myles is pretty spooky too. 

CA: It is, yeah. 

PD: That monster seems pretty real out there. “I see you, Myles.” Yeah, there are times I 

thought, hmm, is this too spooky? And in fact, with Blackwells and the Briny Deep -- you asked 

if I had people read books sometimes, if I could get writers or friends – and I had a child read 

Blackwells because for me, as a sailor, it was too scary. And she read it and had no problem 

with it. 

CA: Kids, either they're terrified or that’s nowhere near scary enough. Yeah bring it on. 

PD: Yeah. Is it scary of the imagination or is it scary because it seems too real? 

CA: I found them just the right spook for that age. Spooky but they're not ggoing to, you know, 

be thinking about it three years later. 

PD: Most of them actually on that series, I got parents, I would ask them nicely, Do you think 

your child could read this for me because I'm scared. And yeah.  

CA: And there are some instances where kids read or see things too young, and they are scared 

years later, still thinking about it. I was one of those. 

PD: Yeah that's true. It's a fine line, I guess. If you scare yourself, you probably need to check 

the scene, why is this so scary, and get someone else to read it.  

 

[14:00] CA: And did you tell – well, you told stories as a parent. Did you tell stories like around a 

campfire as a kid or anything like that?  

PD: I didn't. I was probably the kid that was writing stories around the campfire, but it was all in 

my head. I probably wouldn't have said them very often. But my dad was an actor when I was 

quite young. And he and I would tell stories a lot. Yeah. So I think it's really important to have 



someone, however that happens -- around a campfire or around the dining room table or at 

bedtime or whatever -- someone puts weight on the importance of a story, on the importance 

of sharing story and the importance of being creative, and giving that a life and allowing space 

for that. Because you know, we don't all do that. So I think that's an important part of being a 

writer, I think, is having someone that shares stories with you.  

 

[14:55] CA: Nice. And do you have a favorite scary story or movie?  

PD: My favorite kids’ story, I think, would be The Graveyard Book by Neil Gaimon, which is 

brilliant. In fact it's one of my all-time favorite kids’ books. And I think my favourite spooky 

scary movie is Jaws, because I saw it in the theatre as a kid. It's one of those things that, you 

said, maybe it stays with you too long. I can’t remember when it came out, ‘77 or ‘78, so I was 

just old enough to go and see it. And it's still pretty spooky. It still spooks me when I see it.  

CA: Dun-dun, dun-dun. That works for me in scary movies. 

PD: Well, it’s the perfect story, right? It's man against man, and man against nature, and man 

against machine. It's got a lot going on even though it seems really simple. It's quite gripping. 

What could be more scary than being at sea with a monster? 

CA: That wants to eat you. Being prey is frightening. 

PD: Just like Jurassic Park.  

 

[15:45] CA: And what do you think is scarier: humans or monsters? 

PD: That's a great question. I think that you have to have both. I think there's a monster in the 

human, and I think monsters are far more interesting when you see the humanity in them. 

That's what makes them scary. Humans are scary because you can just detect the monster 

below the surface, and monsters are scary because -- or fascinating because -- there is just a 

touch of humanity in them. So we see ourselves in them. So I think I'm scared by humans and 

monsters.  

 

[16:25] CA: Do you have a favorite setting from your own fiction or from a favorite book?  

PD: I really liked writing the setting, the two different settings, in Oculum, because they were so 



different. So the children in the dome have this perfect, beautiful, seemingly beautiful world, 

and yet it's a dystopia because they're not free. They don't even know they're living under a 

dome. And I really liked creating the world, the destroyed city, outside of the dome. So I guess 

the world of Oculum, probably the world under the dome, would be my favorite setting in my 

own books. And other books, I mentioned The Graveyard Book before. I think one of the 

reasons that that book is so beautiful is the setting of a graveyard, to raise a child in, being 

raised by ghosts. I think that's probably what appeals to me about that story.  

 

[17:10] CA: Did you do any worldbuilding exercises or mapping when you were creating the 

Oculum story?  

PD: Yes. And that's one of the things that you can do if you're keeping a journal for your book, is 

you can take a whole 2 pages or 4 pages or how many ever you need, and you can just draw it, 

you can see it, and it's all in one place. So that's what I do in my journals is, you know, spend a 

lot of time trying to illustrate some of the characters or some of the world. For me it sort of 

unlocks a way to write more about it or more accurately maybe. You'll see it, get that graphic 

image. 

 

[17:40] CA: Tell me about your upcoming book. 

PD: So Firefly is coming in February 2021, and it's set in a costume warehouse in Toronto. It's 

got 7 million pieces in it. And it's a story about a girl who's had a pretty fairly rough life, and her 

aunt takes her into this warehouse. And all the costumes in it. And how really we all wear 

different costumes, and the story is about finding the right one, finding the right fit. 

CA: And so that was inspired by a real place. 

PD: Yeah. So it's actually based on a family business. It's in my husband's family. It’s a pretty 

amazing place. You know, you can go and just get lost in there. They specialize in period 

clothing but they've got some pieces that are actually antiques. She costumed a lot of people, 

or was costume designer to 10,000 movies in her life, and TV shows and things. So it's really a 

remarkable place. And it's very magical. So it was fun to write about. 

CA: Are any of the characters inspired by real people? 



PD: Just one character, the aunt Gail is based on my sister-in-law. Everyone else is purely 

fictional. But it seemed like such a beautiful place to tell a story.  

 

[18:55] CA: And do you have any favorite fictional characters, either villains or protagonists or 

minor characters?  

PD: Well, I like Jane Austen's books. I really love Elizabeth Bennett. I think she's a great female 

protagonist. Do you want my favorite villain? Probably, I don't know, probably Milton's Lucifer. 

CA: Okay, yeah, he's great, I used to wake my kids by saying, “Awake, arise, or be forever 

fallen.” He has the best lines.  

PD: Just a light little way to start your day. Yeah, so he's probably my favorite. He's quite vivid.  

 

CA: All right. That’s fabulous. You said so many good things. 

PD: Thank you so much. It’s so nice to chat. 

CA: It’s so nice to meet you. I feel like a like we should have met by now. 

PD: We should have. It’s weird that we haven't. Well thank you. 

CA: All right. This has been great, Philippa. Thank you so much. 

PD: Thanks Catherine. We’ll meet one day. 

CA: Yes we will.  

PD: Until then, take care. 

CA: Okay, thanks. Bye bye. 

PD: Okay, bye. 

 

[20:] Philippa Dowding introduces herself 
 
And in case you forgotten who you're listening to, here's a last bit from the author in her own 
words. 
[music] 
 

PD: I'm Philippa Dowding. And I'm a children's author. And I'm a poet and I'm a musician and 

I'm also a copywriter. And I like to sail. I like to walk my dog every day. And I live in downtown 

Toronto with my family. I can see the CN Tower from my backyard. And here's something that I 



don't tell many people, but my very favorite ice cream is Tom & Jerry’s Cherry Garcia. That’s the 

only ice cream that anyone ever needs.  

[music] 

[20:55] Find out more about Philippa Dowding 
 
You can hear more advice from Philippa Dowding on Cabin Tales Episode 3, “Spooky Stories are 
all Around Us,” about getting ideas, on Episode 4.5, “Author Interviews about Plotting,” and on 
Episode 8, “The Never-ending story,” about Revision. If you haven't listened to the core 
podcast, you really should because it has more great advice from Canadian authors that you 
won’t find here in these leftovers. 
 
You can find out more about Philippa Dowding and her books from her website at 
PDowding.com. There you can watch Philippa read from her latest novel, Firefly. You can watch 
a virtual interview she did for the Forest of Reading Awards last summer. You can find teachers’ 
guides for all of her series. And you can find links to her poetry and her beautiful music. You can 
even watch her dance the Gargoyle Shuffle. Now you know you want to check that out. Like 
most of the authors featured on Cabin Tales, Philippa does virtual school and library visits, so if 
you’d like an author presentation or a creative writing workshop, use the emails on her contact 
page to get in touch and invite her into your school to learn more about Philippa Dowding and 
her books. 
[music] 
 
[22:05] Thanks and coming up on the podcast 
 
And that's all from me for today. I'll be back next week with leftovers from my interview with 
the picture book author Ishta Mercurio. That's next Friday on Cabin Tales. 
 
I'm Catherine Austen. Thanks for listening. 
[crickets] 
 
 

 


